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KERRVILLE
THE FLY-IN WITH THAT SPECIAL
TEXAS FLAVOR

CHAPTER 168 WAS WELL REPRESENTED AT THE 1991
KERRVILLE FLY-IN BY MANY MEMBERS AND
AIRPLANES.
\
OUR FLIGHTLINE CREW DID THEIR USUAL EXCELLENT JOB.

NOVEMBER

DISCLAIMER
We would like to make you aware that as always, in
past, present,and future, any communication issued by
EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFTASSOCIATION,
CHAPTER ONE SIXTYEIGHT, INC., regardless of
the form,format, and/or media used which includes, but
is not limited toHANGAR ECHOES and audio/video
recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing
house of ideas, opinions and personal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information,etc.,
does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no
responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and
you are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of
information only and does not constitute approval,
sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any
event (this includes OSHKOSH). Please read, listen,
enjoy,and be careful out there.

EETING

Our regular monthly will be held at Skyline
High School Aeronautical Center on Tuesday
Nov. 5. Again, our host is Jim Putney 388-5731
x296.
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Director's Meeting, October 10, 1991
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November meeting and Flyin discussed December Xmas
party/meeting discussed Newsletter quantity is 250 Newsletter assembly at Doug Vail's on November 26 The elected '92
officers were reviewed A possible joint fly-in with EAA 59
in Waco at Lake Whitney was discussed, Brownie Seals will
investigate further Rich Gardner Award for Mechanical
Excellence usually given at Kerrville was discussed, Ann
Asberry will try to get a plaque made F.L.O. at Kerrville was
discussed A p::rr~ially complet~ Cozy plane with plans was
donated to the chapter, consists of a minimal amount of parts
and materials, options were discussed Dave Davidson
briefed Board on his trip to Europe, he hopes to complete
the trip next summer, options for an extra meeting to present
his trip were discussed
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NOVEMBER FLY-IN
This month's fly-in will be at Caddo Mills Mun. Below
is a chart of the airport and info about traffic. By car take
1-30 east and follow the signs.
Sailplanes use left traffic toRwy 13L andRwy 17L.
Traffic pattern is 1340 MSL . Field elevation is
542MSL.
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Warning :not for navigation or in-flight use. Verify all data to be
· used for flight

I missed KERR VILLE and that was not easy
to accept. I had concluded however, that, since
standing and walking were the two things I was
least able to do, it was not practical to go to
a Fly In. In as much as the main activity at a Fly In
is walking around among the planes and standing
there looking at the handiwork. That plus the
prospect of DRIVING a car 300 miles just made
it out of the question. (One is supposed to fly to a
Fly In.)
I am told that it was great and that 168 was
there in force doing it's thing. The Flight Line
crew did an outstanding job of directing traffic
and parking. All our thanks go to Steve
Marchand and Boyd Goldman and their volunteers. Jerry Biddle's water fountain deserved a
workmanship award and was greatly appreciated
by all. Jim Rushing and Owen Bruce did it again
brought home a Reserve Grand Champion
trophy for the Luscombe. An RV-6 from Chapte;:
34 took the workmanship award and our Rich
Gardner award was presented for a superb example of a Cessna 140A by Dale Brooks and the
168 judges team. D~ug Vail reports that he and
Don Christiansen h~d a ball flying down in formation. It all sounds like fun, sorry I missed it.
The monthly 168 fly in at Aero Country was a
fun time for all. Clair Button opened his hanger
for the gathering and a goodly group of 168'ers
flew and drove in for the festivities. I even made
that one. It wasn't a flying type of day so we all had
a go at telling hanger tales. And as usual the "Hot
Dogs" were plentiful and tasty. I ate a "Foot

BRUC E MILLER
FLI GHT INS TRU CTO R
Pri vate , Ins tr ume n t, Commer ico l

Airplane, Toildrag ger, Gli der
Box 54 7, Prosper , TX 75078
(21 4) 347- 2 831

Long" which was not on my recommended diet but
I figured "one won't hurt".
The next big item on the 168 agenda is the the
meeting at Sky Line. Always a highlight of our
activities we are looking forward to browsing
among the projects in the lab there. So make your
plans to be at the next meeting on November 5.
And would you believe Christmas is just
around the corner. So begin your planning. We
discussed the party at the last Board meeting and
voted to have the usual Pot Luck food plan. The
Chapter will furnish drinks, plates and utensils
and we'll have to draft some volunteers to
decorate the place. So keep you calendar open
and check out your favorite recipe for a delicious
dish to bring to the party. If we can talk Ann
Asberry into it we may have another gift auction
for entertainment.
One last soap box pitch - our SIG's have not
been as popular as I had hoped. I still think that
they can help us in our projects and can provide
a platform for collecting and presenting information that will promote Sport Aviation. So come
on people get in a SIG and start some projects to
be used as programs and as help for the builders
among us;
And finally it's time for the new officers to
begin getting checked out in their new duties. So
the new inductees should show up for the board
meetings and other official activities and should
begin thinking about how they are going to make
168 even better next year. I have asked all the
current officers to prepare a job description of
the officers activities, hopefully to prevent
surprises and omissions like I suffered in the early
part of my term.
FLY while you still have your wings ( and your
medical)
Brownie
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Jan Col/mer
Aerobatics
Pitts S2B
Low Level Aero PPrlorm.1 nr.r>
• Tor'l" " Holl~
• Tari Slides
• Snap roll on t;ike off
and final approach
A Real Cm wd Pleaser
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t 4368 Proton Roi!d
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130BBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC.

The 1992 EAA Chapter 168 Elections were
held at the October Meeting. The following candidates were elected to office:
President:
Gary Hansen
Vice President: Monroe McDonald
Secretary:
Sam Cooper
Treasurer:
Don Lewis
The new officers will be assisting with the
Chapter business until January, when they assume office.

320 F.M. 1885 E.
Weatherford, TX 76086
BOBBY OSBORN

617·662-4220
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HART AIRCRAFT SERVICES
"Complete Aircraft Service"
Inspections • Pre-Buys • Recovers
Restorations • Mobile Service
DARIN R. HART A&P, IA
P.O. Box 9058
Greenville, TX 75401

_..,

(903) 454-4858
Mobile (903) 408·9782
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AEKOPLEX SALES
• Alrcrart rarts and Accessories

• PIiot Supplies

KERRY l'IOBLE
15060 Beltwood Parkway ~st
Dalla:,, Texas 75244

OSEI)

"Say . .. what's a mountain goat doing way
up here In a cloud bank?"

PARTS

(214) 458-1594
1·800·233•1778
l ·800-486-1778
Digital rager 229·5980

BUY & SELL
DAMAGED OR DISABLED
AIRCRAFT

~

AIRCRAFT
RETRIEVAL

Air

Salvage
Of
Dallas
Lancaster Airport

136 I Ferris Road
Lancaster. TX 751 46

(214) 227-1111
(800) 336-6399
FAX (214 l 227-filZ6

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST
Airport Aesldentlol lots ond Hanger sites.
Re5tJlcted
Municipal Woter
contact John Austin-:- 1-34 7-2030
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TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT
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Not many people are aware but fiberglass
tanks should really be grounded. We have had
previous articles in Sport Aviation on grounding
tanks in aircraft and even plastic tanks that you
use to fill your aircraft tanks with. You probably
recall the articles on Bill Barton and his fiberglass
tanks in the November/December 1989 Sport
Aviation. The articles on fueling up safely was in
the Craftsman's Cornerof the February 1988
Sport Aviation.
The Around the WorldVoyager had fiberglass
tanks but they didn't use grounding material
which in like a very light metallic mesh inside to
save weight. Dick Rutan reported on the static
electricity he could see floating around in the top
of the tanks at night. EAA member, Terry
Schubert, reports that in portions of the interior
fuel cells on the Voyager carbon tracking was
noticed which is an indication of very high voltage ·
electricity wandering from point to point. If you
must use a fiberglass tank in your airc:.:-aft,contact
Bill Barton to see if you can get the mesh that is
used inside them to ground them. The same applies to any plastic tank used for any fueling
operation. Here the solution is simple, just stuff
metallic screen inside, run a wire from the metallic screenout through the filler neck and silicone
in place so that youwill have a grounding device
for it.

Beckie's Redbarn Cookhouse is a new
family restaurant located directly across from
the Sulphur Springs Municipal Airport for
your fly-in dining pleasure. Beckie's is open
7 days a week from 6 am to 10 pm with a full
menu offering breakfast all day.
Owner/Operator Beckie Swindell welcomes
all EAA' ers, so why not make your next chapter fly-out at Beckie's?

LONE STAR
PILOT SHOP
ADDISON AIRPORT
PJJ.01' Hl/PPLif.S
CHARTH-fAA-ASA-GLEIM-PURLICATIONS
IIEADSETS-JNTl!RCOMS-MJC,S
NICE GIFT9 AND FREE ADVICE

LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS
4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248
214/250-6781
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.. SPEC IALIZING IN CUSTOM AVIONICS, FIXED & ROTARY WING"

From chapter 12's newsletter.
AL TEX AERO CENTER

GEM AIRCRAFT SUPPLY, INC.
10221 DENTON DR. DALLAS, TX. 75235
(214) 350-7066
DOYLE ADAMS
SEE US FOR PAINT, AIRCRAFT TOOLS,
HARDWARE, SAFETY WIRE, BATTERIES,
MOST AIRCRAFT PARTS & SUPPLIES.
WE ARE OPEN 9:00-5:00 MON.-FRI.
AND 9:00-1:00 SATURDAY

AERO COUNTRY AIRPORT
Al.#1 Rock Hill Ad.
McKinney, TX 75069
HANGER JC

AL WINCEK, Owner
(214) 347-2086 HGR.
(214) 348-6930 HM.

George Carroll

(214) 637-3598

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY
7204PAR~
(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Seoul Bldg.)

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
AN •

MS •

NAS HARDWARE & ACCESS0Rt£S
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Since Tom Scott has his seahawk back in action
it seems that the time is right to get the terminology down pat.

HANGAR is a huge birds nest that is floored with
airplanes.
SCUD RUNNING is an unpublished nonprecision approach.
HEAD KNOCKER is four pilots in a Cessna
when
a
tank
runs
dry.
PROPELLER is a fan to keep the pilot cool- turn
if
off
and
watch
him
sweat
THE COCKPIT is the space left over in an
aircraft fuselage after everything else is installed.
THE "p" FACTOR causes the airplane to turn
left to the nearest landing site.
THE "PILOT IN COMMAND" is the first person
to arrive at the scene of the accident.
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATORS are persons
who go in after the war is lost and bayonet the
wounded.
LAWYERS are persons who go in after the investigators and strip the bodies.
EFFICIENCY is a highly developed form of laziness.
A FLOAT is ice cream and root beer.
A STRUT is the way women pilots walk when
lonely.
RUDDER is the color of a pilots face when seen
flying with them down.
BOW is what you do after a successful docking.
BOW LINE is a Japanese welcoming party.
~OCK LINE is how a Doctor justifies poor techm q ue.
BULKHEAD is a pilot who knows it all.
FUEL TANKS - Giving thanks for having enuf
fuel.
WINDWARD - A section of a hospital for pilots
with gas problem.

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
OELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your. Particular Nr.ed.
Jusl Call:

458 - 7550

1~190 l)(.(ll,EY ROAD
Dll.U.&' TU.U 1 ~ 3-4

Delmo (Pitta l.,.cl•I) Johnaon

J. E. -Rm- MARRON

(Zl Locations:
526 Interurban; Richardson.TX 75081 (214)234-1143
2929 Custer Pkwy.
Plano,TX 75075 (214)596-5556

- BATTERIES -

E-V-i
NI-CADS, GEL CELLS,
ALKALINE, LITHIUM
"Ws Build Battery Packsn

~

19,50 East Arapaho. Suite #126

Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 231-5351

1-soo-ns-s2e1

MAX FLIGHT AVIATION

Off: (214)222-6052

Max Bolen
1510 Hudson Rd .
Mesquite, Texas 75181

••

The History of Flight
From Early Myths through Space Exploration

GUSTOVISION
G. C. GUSTOVICH
STILL PHOTOGRAPHY

Main Terminal at Love Field
Monday-Saturday: 10-5 Sunday: 1-5
Validated Parking
Adults: $2 Under 12: $1

VIDEO SCRIPTS - PRODUCTION

320-1102
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I have always felt a great loss whensome creep
Another possible solution goes back towith a BB gun finishes off a bird. I find it most Confuscious. The Chinese have many
ironic when a pilot kills birds to keep his aircraft earthquakes, so they really love the outdoors and
clear of "semiorganic bird exhaust". How can one feel safest on patios. And who has not heard of
love flight, yet kill the true fliers? If must be Chinese wind chimes? Wind chimes are really
jealously, desperation or just humannature. Let for getting revenge on your neighbor. As a fringe
me try to reduce the desperation by suggesting benefit, chimes can keepbirds away. All those
pretty designs, shiny surfaces, and piercing
some solutions that have been tried.
If your plane is hangared, yet still loaded with sounds are not just art. Their real purpose is bird
bird droppings, the hangar is obviously not chasing, They produce flitter all day, noise day
sealed. That's right, you can stop droppings by and night, withjust a gentle breeze. It does a
sealing your hangar!
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . plane owner's heart
If you are in coverd
good! Inside a hangar,
open air hangar, or a nonyou could soup up
your wind chimes with
sealable hangar (because
a large tin foil shaker
you rent, etc.), what do you
do then? Try fake
from Reynolds Wrap.
predators of birds. If you
I know many people in
Florida who have
hang a fake puppet or
patios with winr.1
model of an owl in the
rafters, you may dischimes. Confuscious
say,"Patios
with wind
courage birds who have
chimes are bird free".
learned to fear owls. Fake
owls have been used with
Other bird deterran ts include tinfoil
success, and some birds
hanging from rafters.
have not learned, yet.
SHOWOFF· f ©f.#
Foil shines a long
You might also try fake
time. Hang some
snakes. Many birds fear
monofiliament line
snakes and won't nest near
from the rafters. Disthem. Rubber snakes, for
Johnny to scare the teacher, are available at most perse it, so the birds must fly an obstacle course. It
toy stores. Laying a pair of snakes on my aircraft glitters, too.
In Bonham, Texas, they have sharp glass and
wings and fuselage did seem to reduce droppings.
The only trouble was, one of my snakes became metal edges on the top surfaces of rafters in the
"HISS The Incredible Flying Snake". HISS hung open air hangar. Have you ever watched in awe
on past the end of a 1500 foot runway. I must have as a sparrow landed on a twig in a 30knot wind?
searched that runway for an hour, but no HISS. Those Bonham planes have lots of bird exhaust.
Remember, birds fly better than us, so they
Snakes laying on wings are threatening to birds,
but there are better ideas. Russ Lovell of EAA are smarter. They seem to eventually catch on to
Chapter 834 suggested I suspend the rubber fake snakes and owls. However, birds do not like
snakes "FANG" from a rafter, to be just above the these things: sharp noises, glitter, snakes ( even
wing when parked. Gentle breezes through the hoses thatlook like snakes to a bird), owls, hawks,
hangar make FANG move. The clear fishing line cats and humans (scarecrows), but they all love
may or may not be seen by a bird, but it does glitter airplanes. It must be a value decision.
in light. Since birds don't like glitter, this works
Bob Thomas
well. Plus, I know FANG will only "hangar fly".
Copied from chapter 914.

No. 5: Tape for Rubs and Scratches
It is a major accomplishment to get a Custom
Built airplane finished and flying. After the flying
has started we may start to worry about maintaining that showroom finish. Parts will rub and
scratch each other as they move or are taken on
and off. What can we do to minimize the damage
to the parts and paint?
Don Christiansen, a fellow chapter member
and RV-4 builder, has several examples on his
plane of how tape can help to minimize scratches
on a paint job. Casual inspection of other RVs at
a Fly-in will reveal that a number are using some
of the same ideas to protect their paint finishes.
The first problem area on the RV aircraft is
where the landing gear and fairing comes out of
the lower engine cowling on the taildragger
models. The lower engine cowling has a lip which
fits very snugly around the gear leg fairing. The
result is a visually attractive and aerodynamically
clean joint.
Tu removt the lower engine cowling requires
that the front be dropped and then the whole unit
is pulled off of the gear leg fairings. The tight fit
between the cowling and the fairings tends to
leave scratches on the fairing. Some of those
scratches are plainly visible.
Don has installed pieces of thin Stainless Steel
tape on the top of each gear leg fairing. The lower
engine cowling now rides on the tape instead of
the paint. If the tape ever gets too many scratches
it can simply be replaced. By the way, Don bought
his tape from J.C.Whitney.

A second set of areas where problems can
occur is on the leading edges of the flaps, elevator
and rudder. A few builders, trying for a tight fit,
end up with insufficient clearance between these
surfaces and the structures they attach to. To minimize scratches on these moving surfaces it is a
simple matter to apply some Stainless Steel tape
to the leading edges. Since Don's surfaces have
enough clearance, he has not had to apply any
tape.
A third problem area is more unique to RV-3
and R V-4 aircraft. The rear of the canopy seals
against the aft turtledeck. Over time this sealing
area gets scratched from normal wear and tear
and is plainly visible whenever the canopy is
open.
Don has done two things to minimize the
damage to the finish of his aft turtle deck. First,
he has installed soft weatherstrip on the underneath side of the canopy. Second, he has placed
two strips of 3M Leading Edge Tape (clear) on
the aft turtledeck underneath the weatherstrip.
The weatherstrip seals on the tape.
The clear Leading Edge tape was originally
developed for Ultralight propellers. It is tough
and lets the color of the surface underneath it
show clearly. It also resists yellowing from UV
exposure. The tape blends in very well with the
surrounding finish.
A fourth problem area for R V-4 aircraft is
where the leading edge of the canopy has a lip
that seals on the top of the instru- ment panel.
The normal metal on metal in this area can again
scratch the finish. To minimize this problem Don
has installed some of the Leading Edge tape on
the instrument panel.

BELA'S AIRCRAFT
ENGINE & ACCESSORY SHOP
2711 BROOKFIELD, DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
(Off 0£N10NOAIV£ LOVE f1£LDAA£A)

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT

Rentals Include JJ Cub and C-150
Lake Dallas ••••••... 817-497-7496

1214> 31:5"1·"117R
FM CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION 1202· 141
BELA AMBRUS: RESIDENCE (21'J352•1149
ENGINE OVERHAUL

PARTS EXCHANGE
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It wasn't until the trip home on Saturday that

it hit me. It wasn't until we were about a hundred
On Saturday October 19 my career as an
amateur aircraft builder matured. When I first
decided to build my own plane I had a specific
mission in mind i.e. to build across country
airplane that would take my wife and myself
where we wanted to go and not be slaves to the
airlines and their schedules. I was fortunate in
that the plane I built has done that task beautifully several times already. What I did not realize
was that this plane's mission would change and in
doing so would expand my horizons.
October 18 I flew from my hangar at Addison
down to Lancaster to join a couple of shiny new
RV's for a trip to the Kerrville fly-in.After
departing Lancaster we formed up in a loose Vee
formation and spent the next hour or so chatting
on the air-to-air frequency and admiring each
others airplanes.
That evening the three of us after having a
wonderful dinner with another chapter member
and his family, went back to the Hilton were we
ran ;nto wh,t seemed like the rest of chapter 168
gathered around the pool, shivering in the cool
night air ,telling stories about each other like
cousins at a family reunion.

ii•

miles out of Kerrville that the perfection of the
whole event startd to sink in. I don't know if it was
the panorama of Texas passing beneath us, or if it
was the sun glinting off Richard's bright red RV6, or maybe it was the sight of bright yellow
against the clear blue Texas sky as Don did yet
another lazy roll, but somewhere in there was the
catalyst that let me see things differently. I was
able to see flying as something more than a
hobby, to see other homebuilders as more than
friends or associates, to really see the perfection
of a day with 5000 feet of air under my feet.
When I started building my Lancair all I
wanted was a plane that would get me from point
A to point B swiftly and comfortably without
buying a ticket. What I got was much more.It is
like I joined a club, pledged a fraternity, found a
new religion, had a truly great idea, and was
reunited with a long lost relative all rolled into
one.
The euphoria of October 19 is already starting to fade but the revelations are still clear as
day. I feel I should thank some one but too many
people had a hand in this process. So thank you
all.
VAIL

TEX-AIR PARTS, INC.
Meacham Field, Loe. 2N
Fort Worth, Texas 76106
(817) 624-9882

=>

4500 Ratliff Ln. Ste 109
Dallas, Texas 75248
(214) 931-9896

. AERO COUNTRY AIRPORT

DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES
Dopes & Fabric Supplies

Mooney/Piper/Cessna/Beech
Aircraft Parts
Over 100,000 Different Part Numbers in Stock
All lnstock items Priced at WHOLESALE or BELOW.

Bi-Plane Aide Rates
Panem Fhoe 1s-10 min .)

Glider Ride Rates
S25 .00

Scenic R,01 (20 mm . J

$45.00

Buie

J.ooo· R1oe

$45.00
$75 .00

4 ,000' A.O. •

.t.e,O0111c

R~

T'htlU SN11.e, Rf()e
(loooa. roNs,

<T-ffl1n 1n0ucJed)

,pn,. & hammerneao)

• AerOOabC lnst,ucuon •va,lao1e

• Rioes b&Hd on alliluOe,
1

lime

PrWYIOUI IIIQnt t.1.perMUIC8 not required.

Aero-Systems Aviation
Aero-Coun1ry Airpon

RAYMOND MORT, P.E.

SZ!.00
'35.00
155.00

•

soao Pacuoe

• T&uwneet Transa110n Courns

~

2.000' Rio. •

$995.00

Powe, Transmon

$595.00

Prwa1ePikH

ON1<ong &-Plane & Gllaw Riaos

Aq,i lnlltucuon & RentalS A Fot Oe1.all1

?ower Transmon
Comm . P1lo1

$795.00

Call (214) 676-1343
DAVID HINCKLEY,

F1,gn111\Sff\JCtor

- Giff Cenihcatas Av111a01e -

Rental! SWIU>O@ S18. Hr.

I-·

,;: F o r . ~ ~·,;:;;'\,;,.. ·. Come.loilJolrSoutnp0t.t111·- ·-1

Registered Engineer

VISA/ MAsraRCARO Accep&8cl

324 Hillview Drive
Hur1L. Texas 76054

Bus: 18171280-2775

Rea: 18171 282-6940
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PRES
V-P
SEC
TREAS
DIRECTORS

BROWNIE SEALS
JOHN IVY
PAUL KEPNF.R
DOUG VAIL

FOR SALE; Ahrens AR 124 Single seat 13 meter
sailplane.All alum, LIC. Experimental, 24hr. TT,Kawasaki
340 (34hp) and 6 gal fuel tank for power glider conversion.
680-9669 David Nix
FOR SALE; Grumman AAl one of a kind "Super 160".
Fuel injected !0320 with 85hr. TT only 600hr TTAF.New
tiger paint scheme, speed MODS, King
KX175B,Transponder, Apollo 602 Loran, encoder, audio
panei EGT and CHT, an honest 170mph plane, climb
1500fpm. 680-9669 David Nix

FOR SALE; Century I Autopilot removed from Cessna
150, Can be coupled to Loran or Vor, $1100. 680-9669 David
Nix
WANTED: Starlite Project. Almost any stage of completion considered. 414-1175 Doug Vail

FOR SALE;

Aero Matic (F200) Prop, has one bladetip
broken, $50 or best offer. Sheepskin seatcovers for C172,
1224 Volt refueling pump.Make offer. (214) 985-1016 Elo
Zinke

TECHNICAL
COUNSELORS

27G-~691 :-"
A

DON CHRISTIANSEN
JERRY BIDLE
VERN WILLIAMS
PAUL JOHNSON
MONROE MCDONALD
SAM COOPER
TOM SCOTT

352-1564
343-0501
349-8766

JIM RUSHING
OWEN BRUCE
MEL ASBERRY
BILL WARE
BROWNIE SEALS

727-5•;30
231-3946
517-5070
353-9392
243-7509

298-6531
517-0946
484-7741

Cf.31-27,?~

HANGAR ECHOE
EDITORS
DOUG VAIL
SAM COOPER
ADVERTISING
FLY-INS
TRAILER
DATA PROCES.
SAFETY OFF.
LIBRARIAN
TOOL
CUSTODIAN
GOVT. LIASON

14-i'QS

414-1175
343-0501

BILL WISLEY
OPEN
VERN WILLIAMS
RANCE RUPP
MEL ASBERRY
ERNIE LUDWIG

484-TT41
28(3-8452
517-5070
241-1185

ERNIE LUDWIG
MUTT WAY

241-1185
416-4692

494-4153

FOR SALE: Craftsman 9in disk/6in belt sander 3/4hp
motor and stand. Excellent condition/used very little $250.
w)480-2548 h)231-4222 Jack Hickman
FOR SALE: Geared starter for Lycoming O 320 and
larger. Fresh Overhaui $300 outright, $225 Exchange. Air
speed indicator 0-155mph $75(like new). (214) 517-5070

HANGAR 36

~

AERO-COUNTRY AIRPORT
The Dallas Area Sport Aviation Air~ort

FOR,_ f:iA!&_:Starflight DBL, 2 place Ultralight type, tandem, Rotax 503 gear drive, inst., pod, long range fuel, flown
regularly, 500 hours TT. Reason for sale need cash for third
airplane. Call Kerry Cartier (H) 617-3901 (W)372-7084

For Sale: 1/2 or 1/3 share of a quality, hangared IFR
Cherokee 160. Based Hudson, new interior Narco flip-flop
glideslope, 3 light, DME, ADF. 214/285~4576 evng. J~
Lawrence.

Hangar Space Available for E A A Members
ANTIOUE-CL4SS/C-HOMEBUILT-EXPERIMEN7AL

Hangar hos waler/ electric/toilet/ phone
CONTACT: Clair J. Button (214) 231-6070

I

. TAN Aircraft Repair Ltd.
MIKE EDGERTON
A&P MECHANIC, A I

D. E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O.
Family Medicine
Avialion Medical Examiner

BUS. 214-347-2B6B
HOME 214-625-8929
Ollice 298-6174

Ml. S• rvlce Sll-4111

Specializing in Single and Light Twin ReCtp. Engine
Aircraft. Including Radial Engine & Fabnc Covered
Aero-Country Airport

VN. VET.

Olllce Hour •

222 S . Cedar Rldg •
Ounc • l\ville. Tuu 75118
By Appolnlmenl

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION & RENEWAL FORM
N ational EAA #

Please Print! ! !

>
<----,----preferred 1st name

,·NM<E

NAME (A�X)_________________________

f
I ....-, ·ADDRESS

L

_ _
_ _
____________H O_ME_PH
�
ON-E (- -=--=-)- -_-=._-=._-=.__- -_-_ -_-_-_-_-_--_
ITY
_ -_t
Z
___
IP
PH
)
WORK
ONE
S TATE
(_ ________
_
CO-PILOT------:--------::-:--�-----------(spouse or friend)
Projects-(%complete/ name) __________________
Interests
Plane Flying -,- ---------:--------------Pilot/A&P Ratings-------,-----------------
EAA OFFICE {past or present)
Type of Membership: .New Member ___
Renewal Member ---

--------------------------

Membership dues for EAA Chapter 168 are $15 for one year.
Name Tags are available for $6.
Make Checks Payable to: EAA DALLAS CHAPTER 168

....

,

�

------ ------ .---· -

EAA CHAPTER 168 DALLAS
POST OFFICE BOX 168
ADDISON, TEXAS 75001-0168

--

--

�

·I

